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Abstract: A new hybrid multicast deadlock-free scheme is pro-
posed to enhance the multicast capability. In the proposed scheme, the
small-sized multicast packet is routed in a deadlock-free way by packet-
buffered and asynchronous replication, and the large-sized multicast
packet is transferred under the control of centralized allocator, which
restricts the number of concurrent multicast with large-sized packet
transmission. The virtualization at the Network-on-Chip (NoC) level
is also taken into consideration, that the allocator reserves respective
counters for each sub-network. According to result of the experiment
under the real workload traces, the performance reduction caused by
centralized allocator is negligible. The router and the allocator are
synthesized in Chartered 90 nm CMOS technology. Compared with
the only packet-buffered scheme, the allocator only consumes extra
0.079% to 0.2972% area overhead according to the different setting
(routing mechanism, network size, number of supported sub-network)
while offering the ability of large-sized multicast packet transmission.
Keywords: multicast, centralized allocator, Network-on-Chip, virtu-
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1 Introduction

How to maintain deadlock-free is a key issue in designing routing scheme on
wormhole Network, which covers unicast as well as multicast. The deadlock
caused by the packets waiting for each other in a cycle is a common issue
in unicast and multicast, and it can be solved perfectly when some special
turns are forbidden according to turn model [1]. The other kind of deadlock
only occurs in multicast transmission, caused by several concurrent multicast
transmissions. Fig. 1 shows one configuration of this kind of deadlock. To
solve this problem, several approaches have been proposed, such as detecting
and recovering [2], pruning [3, 4]. However, these approaches either needs a
large buffer to hold the entire packet or highly complicates router logic, which
are not suitable for the Network-on-Chip. In distributed shared-memory
(DSM) systems, since the invalidation and update commands only require
a few flits, it is possible for the wormhole router to hold the entire packet
and forward it to available branch, which can avoid deadlock efficiently [5].
Barrier synchronization, as a key operation in data-parallel programming
model, also just needs a few flits [5]. However, with the development of the
multi-core technology and downsizing of the feature sizes in semiconductor,
thousands of cores are possibly integrated on one die. To efficiently utilize
these vast computation resources, virtualization at NoC level is necessary,
where a single NoC-based CMP may be shared by multiple applications, each
of which is mapped to different sub-networks [6]. It is hard to conclude that
all the multicast operations of these application just need a few flits. Hence,
a hybrid multicast deadlock-free scheme is more promising in common use.

In this paper, we focus on the solution scheme for the second kind of
c© IEICE 2011
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Fig. 1. A deadlock scenario (when two multicasts exist
concurently)

deadlock, and propose a hybrid multicast deadlock-free scheme to support
the virtualization at the NoC level. In our scheme, for the small-sized multi-
cast packet, packet-buffered [5] and asynchronous replication [7] (PBaAR) are
used to avoid deadlock, while for the large-sized multicast packet, the number
of concurrent multicast transmission is restricted to constant through a cen-
tralized allocator. The second scheme can be viewed as deadlock prevention,
which reserves all the required resources before packet transmission [5]. This
scheme works efficient on the assumption that the frequency of large-sized
multicast packet transmission is low both in space and time. Both scheme
were implemented in Verilog HDL and synthesized in Chartered 90 nm CMOS
technology. Compared with only PBaAR scheme, proposed hybrid scheme
only increases the hardware-overhead by 0.079% to 0.2972% while extending
the ability to support large-sized multicast packet transmission.

2 Proposed scheme

2.1 Packet-buffered scheme
In many multicast scenarios, such as barrier synchronization, invalidation
and update operations in DSM systems, only a few flits are required for
a message [5]. Thus, it is possible to hold the entire packet in wormhole
router when the packet is blocked. In the proposed scheme, asynchronous
replication is adopted to forward the flit at the branch router, which means
flit could be forwarded to the desired outgoing port independently [7]. If
some outgoing port is blocked, the other outgoing port (s) can continue to
forward the remaining flits in the buffer. Since the message only contains
a few flits and the blocked router can hold the entire packet, the remaining
flits of the packet can be forwarded to the available branch and the released
virtual channel in downstream router after a few cycles.
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As can be seen in Fig. 1, Packet A is blocked at Router 4 while Packet
B is blocked at Router 1. Since asynchronous replication is adopted, the
remaining flits of Packet A can be forwarded to the east-port and west-port.
After the tail flits leave the west input buffer in Router 2 and east input
buffer in Router 0, the virtual channels are released, then Packet B can get
the grants of the virtual channel and continue to be forwarded to Router
0 and Router 2. In a similar way, the rest flits of Packet B are forwarded
to Router 3 and Router 5, and then the corresponding virtual channels are
released. Hence, Packet A can go on. The deadlock caused by multi-port
requirements is solved perfectly.

Fig. 2. Proposed Allocator
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2.2 Centralized allocate scheme
If the value of the multicast packet size is bigger than that of the depth of
the buffer, the whole packet cannot be buffered at a single router, usually
spanning several routers. In this case, if the packet is blocked, the asyn-
chronous replication scheme cannot forward the whole packet to the avail-
able branch, and the virtual channel in the downstream router cannot be
released. Fortunately, the multicast only occupies a little part of traffic in
most application [8], and the large-sized packet transmission should be even
less. It should be a simple and effective way to restrict the number of con-
current large-sized multicast. Furthermore, the increasing number of virtual
channels and virtualization at NoC level allow more concurrent large-sized
multicast transmission.

Fig. 2 (a) illustrates the proposed centralized allocate (CA) scheme based
on a simple 4 mesh architecture. In CA scheme, before a large-sized multicast
packet is issued at the sender, a request signal connected to the allocator is
set to 1. Only when the returned grant signal is 1, can the packet be injected
into network. Otherwise, the sender will continue to wait. As previously
mentioned, the waiting occurs infrequently, but being deadlock-free is neces-
sary. After the sender finishes the packet transferring, the request signal is
set back to 0.

Fig. 2 (b) depicts the hardware architecture of the Centralized Allocator
supporting for 8×8 mesh network, which has integrated two main functions.
One is the sub-network matching. The Sub-network Match Unit (SMU) runs
to find the sub-network hit by the request signals, which means that the
node from the sub-network wants to transfer a large-sized multicast packet.
If succeeds, it will stop and wait for feeding the value of sub-network mask
register (SMR) to Grant Allocation Unit (GAU). Once the GAU gets the
value of SMR, the SMU continues to search the next one.

GAU tries to grant the requests in a fair way (Round Robin) according
to the value of respective counter register. Once the granting process of
current sub-network is done, GAU will get the value of the next hit SMR (if
it is ready) or wait the SMU to finish matching. The number of concurrent
multicast transmission is determined by the number of virtual channels. For
example, if a wormhole router contains four virtual channels for each input
port, this network could be viewed as four virtual networks. For each virtual
network, one multicast never causes the second kind of deadlock. Hence,
the number of concurent multicast (Counter) is set to 4. Fig. 2 (c) shows
the relationship between the nodes and SMR value in 64-core mesh network,
which is partitioned to three sub-networks for different applications. Each
node is labelled as shown in the left of Fig. 2 (c), the SMR value is represented
by a 64-bit vector. If the bit is set to 1, the node belongs to the sub-network.

As mentioned previously, one virtual sub-network allows one large-sized
multicast packet transmission. As shown in Fig. 1, we assume Packet A is a
small-sized packet which can buffer at a router while Packet B is a large-sized
packet which spans several router. Packet A can be forwarded to east branchc© IEICE 2011
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and west branch, and be blocked at the south branch. After the Packet A
leaves the Node 0 and Node 2, the virtual channels are released, Packet B
continues to be transferred. Once the tail flit of B leaves Node 3 and Node 5,
Packet A can go on. Thus,the deadlock issue is solved by the hybrid scheme.

3 Evaluation

To evaluate the multicast performance under the influence of CA, we have
implemented a cycle-accurate NoC simulator with SystemC. We evaluate the
performance using the traces of real applications, which are extracted from
SPLASH-2 by Simics [11]. Our CMP configuration has 64 processors, of
which each has a L1 I/D Cache (64 KB, 4 way set-associative) and L2 Cache
(256 KB, 8 way set-associative). Each processor is attached to one router in
a 8 × 8 mesh, and 8 memory controllers are distributed at the borderline of
the mesh. We use bit string encoding to indicate the destinations, where the
routing computation for multicast packet can be finished in one cycle. The
data width per flit is set as 8B. Hence, the control message needs 2 flits (1
for routing information and 1 for command), and the data message needs 10
flits (1 for routing information, 1 for command and 8 for cache line). Packet-
buffered (PB) scheme is evaluated as the baseline, and the fifo depth is set to
10. In our experiment, the control message is classified as small-sized packet,
while the data message is large-sized packet. The traces are extracted during
the parallel period of the applications, where each core runs about 10 million
instructions.

(a) Percentage of Multicast in Each
Workload of SPLASH-2 (SMC: small-
sized multicast, LMC: large-sized mul-
ticast)

(b) Performance(PB: only
packet-buffered scheme, PB +
CA (1): proposed scheme with
1 VC, PB + CA (4): proposed
scheme with 4 VCs

Fig. 3. Performance Evaluation

As can be seen in Fig. 3 (a), multicast traffic occupies a small fraction of
the workload of application, and the large-sized multicast takes even less
(0.01% on average, 0.09% at most). However, the small fraction of the
large-sized packet cannot prohibit multiple large-sized multicast occurrence
in short period, which may cause deadlock. Fig. 3 (b) shows the performance
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of multicast under the traces of SPLASH-2. Compared with PB, the latency
increased by CA is negligible (0.2% on average, 0.88% at most). However,
PB+CA reduces the required buffer size from 10 to 2 for each VC, which is
more area-efficient.

Multicast router using asynchronous replication [9] and proposed allo-
cator have been modeled in Verilog HDL, and synthesized using a 90-nm
CMOS stand-cell technology library from Chartered Semiconductor Manufac-
turing with Synopsys Design Compiler. The multicast router using the asyn-
chronous replication consists of VA (virtual channel allocator), SA (switch al-
locator), FM (Flow Manager), RC (Routing Computation Unit), SW
(Switch), VC (virtual channels) and Multicast table. The centralized al-
locator is modeled as version for 8 × 8 and 16 × 16 mesh, and the number
of supported sub-networks varies form 8 to 32. The mechanism of multi-
cast routing may vary in different routers. For example, some are table-
based [9]and other are logic-based [10]. Hence, to compare the area in a fair
way, the area of logic-based router synthesized using the same 90-nm CMOS
stand-cell technologies is also taken into consideration. We cite the area re-
sult of AL+RPM [10] and show it in Table. I. Table. I shows the synthesis
results with 90-nm CMOS stand-cell technologies. Compared with 64-core
mesh network, the allocator only increases area by 0.1297% for the logic-
based network while 0.0818% for the table-based network. Compared with
256-core mesh network, the increased area is from 0.079% to 0.2972% accord-
ing to the different number setting of SMRs and routing scheme. From the
results, it can be conclude that the centralized allocator provides the ability
to support certain large-size multicast packet transferring while the increased
area overhead is negligible.

Table I. Area of the multicast router and allocator

Router table-based [9] logic-based (AL+RPM) [10]
Arearouter(µm2) 341469 215447

Network Size 8 × 8 16 × 16
Areanet(µm2) [9] 21854016 87416064
Areanet(µm2) [10] 13788608 55154432

Allocator (bit, SMRs) (64, 8) (256, 8) (256, 16) (256, 32)
Areaalloc (µm2) 17882 69059 100413 163936
Areaalloc/Areanet[9] 0.0818% 0.079% 0.1149% 0.1875%
Areaalloc/Areanet[10] 0.1297% 0.1252% 0.1821% 0.2972%

4 Conclusions

This paper proposed a hybrid multicast deadlock-free scheme to enhance the
multicast support on Network-on-Chip. Packet-buffered and asynchronous
replication scheme was introduced to avoid deadlock for small-sized packet,
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while the centralized allocator controlling the number of concurrent multicast
is adopted to prevent deadlock for large-sized packet. What is more impor-
tant, the number restriction is based on the sub-network, which is suitable
for virtualization at NoC level. The evaluation result shows that both the
latency and area overhead increased by CA is negligible.
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